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Our smooth hospital grade vinyl is printed with bleux 
graphics and protected with a durable matte laminate.  

This product is suitable for high traffic commercial areas 
where longevity and durability is required.

Wallcovering: Vinyl (Hospital Grade)
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Overview Our smooth hospital grade vinyl is printed with bleux graphics 
and protected with a durable matte laminate. This product is 
suitable for high traffic commercial areas where longevity and 
durability is required.

 
Product Specifications ÷  bleux product code is 'WCV'

÷ Maximum printed panel width 1480mm 

÷ Printed with UV inks

÷  White polymeric calendered vinyl

÷  Scratch-resistant overlaminate

÷  Matte finish for superior low glare appearance

÷  Final colours may vary to what is viewed 'on screen'. bleux will 
only guarantee colours once a printed sample is approved

For Specification Notes Finish: wallcovering – vinyl (hospital grade) 
Design: tbc (©bleux) 
Colourway: tbc 
Code: WCV-XXX-XXX 
Notes: Samples to be provided for sign off prior to ordering.  
To be installed by bleux or qualified installer. Design (based on 
site measurements) to be approved prior to manufacture.  
Lead time is 3 weeks from sign off of final shop drawings.  
No equivalent product will be considered. 
Contact: (02) 93806544 or quotes@bleux.com.au

Warranty 7 year warranty (indoor use) against defects such as peeling, 
glue failure, bubbling, cracking, delaminating and fading when 
it is properly installed onto interior surfaces. Correct surface 
preparation is the responsibility of the party purchasing the 
wallcovering. This warranty only covers wallcovering installed 
by bleux.

Environmental The laminate is specifically designed as a protective 
overlaminating film against UV radiation and abrasion for 
digitally printed images

Fire Rating AS/NZS 3837-1998 Group 1 (vinyl)

AS/NZS 3837-1998 Group 1 (overlaminate)
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Considerations ÷  Suitable for high traffic areas 

÷  Suitable on most surfaces as long as the wall surface 
preparation has been adhered to

÷  A 20mm overlap seam will appear every 1200mm-1400mm

÷  Resistant to most mild acids, alkalies and salts

÷  Resistant to most petroleum-based oils, greases and  
aliphatic solvents

÷  The matte laminate applied to the vinyl acts as an extra layer 
of protection

÷  The adhesive forms a very strong bond with the wall surface 
and for this reason bleux cannot ensure that removal of this 
vinyl will keep the wall in original condition

Wall Preparation Introduction ÷  Correct surface preparation is the responsibility of the party 
purchasing the wallcovering

÷  The finish of a surface prior to installation is essential to 
achieve the best possible results

÷  If the wall preparation is not followed, bleux reserves the right 
to refuse install as it could lead to defects

 
Wall Surface Preparation ÷  bleux recommends Viponds Self Adhesive Prep Coat (SAP)

÷  Some paints such as 'wash and wear' contain ingredients 
such as silicon or Teflon, which repel self adhesive vinyl and 
wallcoverings making them unsuitable

÷  Viponds Self Adhesive Prep Coat has been specially 
formulated to enhance the adhesion of self adhesive digital 
prints onto internal surfaces 

÷  It is a low VOC water-based paint that dries quickly, with 
minimal odour

÷  Holes and joins should be filled and sanded. Do not sand the 
raw paper faced board. Ensure the surface is clean, smooth, 
dry and free of any dust particles

÷  Dust can create a textured surface underneath the self 
adhesive vinyl and affect adhesion. A dust-free environment is 
therefore required for the installation of self adhesive vinyl to 
ensure maximum adhesion and the best quality finish
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Wall Surface Preparation 
(continued)

÷  We recommend that all existing hardware including kickboards 
and face plates etc, are removed prior to installation. All 
hardware should be removed prior to bleux installers arriving 
on site, or alternatively new hardware should not be installed 
until after the installation is completed. If hardware is not 
removed and install needs to be rescheduled, rescheduling 
fees of up to $800 can apply 

÷  Spot undercoat the filled areas with SAP undercoat (allow two 
hours to dry) then apply a coat of SAP undercoat over the 
entire area. Lightly sand smooth with 240 or finer sand paper

÷  If previously painted, scrape off all loose and flaking paint, 
sand glossy areas and fill cracks and imperfections, sand 
smooth and dust off. Spot undercoat the filled areas with  
SAP undercoat

÷  On surfaces that have been previously painted and are in 
good order it is important to sand the surface with 240 or 
finer sand paper. If there is texture to the surface continue 
sanding to a smooth surface. It may be necessary to apply a 
coat of SAP undercoat and sand smooth

Painting the Surface Prior 
to Installation

÷  Before applying Viponds Self Adhesive Prep Coat, all  
surfaces must be sanded prior to each coat being applied. 
Enough time needs to be allowed for the surface to dwell  
at room temperature and humidity conditions to ensure  
the paint is thoroughly dry prior to installation

÷  We recommend that walls be left for 48 hours prior to 
installation. If walls are not prepared as recommended,  
wall vinyl may not adhere successfully and will need to  
be resupplied at the builders’ expense

Application of Prep Coat

 

÷  Thoroughly stir the paint with a broad flat stirrer. Apply with  
a brush, roller or spray. It is important to obtain a smooth 
finish with minimal roller texture. For best results use a  
5mm nap mohair or synthetic roller. Avoid bubble formation.  
Lay off in one direction with a dry roller (same roller with 
minimum paint loading) to eliminate any bubbles

÷  A minimum of two thin coats is required

÷  Obtaining a smooth surface finish is critical to achieve the  
best adhesion results with self adhesive digital prints

÷  Do not apply if the temperature is below 10°C or above 30°C
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Drying of Prep Coat ÷  Under normal drying conditions (between 15°C and 25°C and 
below 50% humidity) the paint will be touch dry in 30 minutes 
and can be recoated after two hours

÷  If the humidity is above 50% allow longer drying times

÷  Allow the paint to cure for at least 24 hours and wipe 
over with a clean damp cloth followed by a dry cloth 
before applying self adhesive prints or vinyl. It is also very 
important that the prints are completely dry according to the 
manufacturers recommendations before installation

Clean up and Thinning 
of Prep Coat

÷  If thinning is required use clean water only

÷  Clean equipment with water 

÷  Methylated spirits will soften Self Adhesive Prep Coat to 
assist clean up

Coverage Approximately 16 square metres per litre per coat.

Installation This product must be installed by experienced signage 
professionals. bleux can arrange for installation and site 
measures in all capital cities if required. It is the responsibility 
of the designer, contractor or builder to provide full site 
details and elevations indicating the locations of the specified 
bleux product. bleux will conduct a final site inspection if it is 
contracted to do so. 

Supply and Install It is bleux's preference to supply and install. Prices cover a 
a non-staged install taking place within business hours from 
Monday to Friday. Anything outside of business hours will be 
quoted accordingly, available upon request. Wall preparation 
must be adhered to 48 hours prior to install.

Supply Only Installers must follow the bleux site check form (available  
upon request) to ensure site check is conducted properly.  
If bleux products are being installed by an installer nominated  
by the client, bleux does not take responsibility for final 
installed product.
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Care and Maintenance ÷  When cleaning the vinyl, always use a mild liquid detergent 
and water mix

÷  The vinyl may be cleaned with a diluted bleach solution in 
environments such as hospitals, where infection control and 
hygiene are a priority

÷  No harsh petro-based cleaners should be used, and all 
cleaners should be free of strong solvents as well as highly 
acidic or alkaline pH

÷  Always use a soft brush, rag or sponge. Never use a hard 
bristle brush

÷  Finish all cleaning processes with a rinse using clean water

More Details Contact bleux at info@bleux.com.au or call 02 9380 6544.
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